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The REDI Region has identified three locations for transload 

and logistics facilities. The intention of this short document 

is to assist in developing the business case that will be 

used by REDI to attract private sector interest and to 

encourage investment and productive partnerships. 

Overall, this document will raise awareness, promote 

collaboration and support the formation of productive 

partnerships - all critical elements of developing 

innovative infrastructure and transportation solutions.

The initial objective of the project was to quantify the amount 

of products traveling out of and into the north-west region 

of Alberta and the potential for goods to travel through 

the region to provide rationale for a rail line with a routing 

through northern Alberta and the Canadian territories to an 

expanded port in Alaska.

The purpose of the document is to provide the likely need 

for such a facility. Further feasibility studies and analysis are 

required.
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The REDI Region views the multimodal transportation system as an important enabler 

of regional economic development. Better transportation connectivity and increased 

transportation options can help to lower shipper transportation costs, reduce transit times, 

and increase supply chain reliability. This can help increase shipper competitiveness and 

that of the jurisdictions in which they operate. This, in turn, can lead to investment, growth 

and jobs.
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In the short-medium term, REDI believes the following 

markets have the greatest likelihood to be captured by a 

transloading facility in the REDI Region -

Over the past ten years, there have been a number of 

advantages cited in support of a northerly rail route from 

Canada through Alaska to tidewater -

Lumber produced in the 
region and destined to 
the Asia market could be 
loaded by truck to center 
beam rail cars in Fort 
Vermilion. 

Wood pellets from La 
Crete and High Level 
destined to Asia, which 
could either be loaded in 
rail hoppers or containers. 

Natural gas 
liquids from 
Rainbow Lake 
& Zama and oil 
from Norman 

Wells Pipelines 
loaded from 
Pipe to rail 
near Zama 

City. 

Agricultural grains harvested from the region 
are loaded at the existing Richardson Pioneer 
facility in High Level then transported north to 
the new rail corridor. There is also the potential 
to load grain at a siding directly along the route 
in Fort Vermilion.

THE ADVANTAGES OF AND AVAILABLE MARKETS 
FOR A NORTHERLY RAIL ROUTE

Reduced port congestion and increased 
timeliness from land transport to ocean-going 
vessel. Demurrage is currently an issue, at least 
at the Port of Vancouver

Two to four days shorter ocean time 
between Asia and North America.

Avoidance of the environmentally sensitive 
inner passage between the mainland and 
Vancouver Island and Haida Gwaii.

Avoidance of mountain inclines and steep 
grades as the route has been projected to avoid 
the mountainous areas
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CONCEPTUAL VALUE PROPOSITION 
Ultimately, for a transloading facilities in the REDI Region 

to be feasible, it must generate sufficient value for the 

shippers that would use the facility – in terms of 

reducing costs, reducing travel times, improving 

reliability, or lowering risks.

There are other reasons for using a transloading 

facility. For example, a transloading facility that 

stuffs products into containers (arriving by 

truck or rail), allows shippers to take advantage 

of backhaul container shipping rates to Asia. 

Containers also help preserve product integrity, 

which is particularly important in the case 

of products like wood pellets. Finally, using 

containers could help facilitate the distribution 

of the containerized product once in Asia, to 

more remote locations.

WHAT IS A TRANSLOADING 
FACILITY? 
A transloading facility refers to a terminal that allows for 

cargo to be transferred from one mode of transportation 

(e.g. rail) to another. The focus is on transloading cargo 

between truck and rail, and vice-versa. A truck-rail 

transloading facility can be designed to accommodate any 

number of cargo, including dry bulk (e.g. grains etc.), liquid 

bulk (e.g. fuels, etc.), break bulk (e.g. lumber etc.) and project 

cargo.

A transloading facility can also refer to a facility for stuffing 

and de-stuffing containers.

Transloading facilities do not typically refer to facilities 

where containers are transferred between truck and rail, 

which are referred to as intermodal facilities. 

Development and operations of transloading facilities are 

typically led by the private sector.

Low land development + acquisition costs
(e.g. $80,000 per acre versus $1 million or 
more in Prince Rupert and Vancouver) 

Transloading facilities are mostly private-
sector financed using funding from usage 
charges assessed to shippers.

Regardless of the size of the facility, multimodal 

facilities typically have the following elements:

• Working rail tracks for receiving and loading cargo from 

rail cars, including containers

• Storage rail tracks to accommodate fluctuations in rail 

cars

• Storage, working and truck travel areas for storing 

inbound products, empty containers,etc. Storage for 

products such as wood chips needs to be covered.

• Ancillary needs may include tracks for trains to “run-

around” the train, maintenance shops for equipment 

used on site, etc.
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Proposed transloading facilities in the REDI Region include Fort Vermilion Rail 
Siding (Truck to Rail), High Level (Rail to Rail), and Zama City (Pipeline to Rail).

Transloading facilities come in 

several configurations and dimensions, 

depending on the commodities and 

volumes being handled. 
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AMERICAN MILITARY 
An entity that may have an interest in the north through 

Alaska rail route is the American military. Increasing traffic 

on the waterways around Alaska due to climate change and 

Russian military activity has made the military increasingly 

interested in Alaska as a strategic defense location.

Direct land access from the lower 48 American states is a 

very long road trip through British Columbia to the Alaska 

Highway. A rail route through Alberta to Alaska would 

benefit the American Military

In addition to expanded trade opportunities, a 

northern rail corridor would open access for a host of 

transportation and infrastructure projects in the region.

ECONOMIC CORRIDOR
An economic corridor is a transportation route that 

provides vital links to markets in and out of Alberta, 

supporting economic, social and environmental 

vitality.

The opportunities for increased economic activity 

in Northwest Alberta would result from access to 

new mining sites, forests and agricultural lands. 

The proposed corridor would also provide the 

opportunity to develop telecommunications 

infrastructure and improve access to broadband 

Internet in Canada’s northern regions.

The proposed corridor would provide those who 

reside in Northwest Alberta with a better quality 

of life and enhanced economic opportunities, 

including through the development of tourism, a 

lower cost of living, access to reliable and cleaner 

electricity, greater connectivity and improved social 

services.

“The main advantage of a corridor right-of-

way over multiple single-issue projects is that 

it facilitates a long-term, integrated approach 

to the approval, construction and operation of 

major infrastructure.”    – Andrei Sulzenko
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WOOD PELLETS
Production and Flows

There are approximately 350 thousand tonnes of wood 

pellet production in the REDI Region. The vast majority 

of these pellets are exported bulk either via terminals in 

Vancouver and Prince Rupert to Markets in the US, Asia and 

Euro. 

OSB is primarily exported to the US, with some remaining in 

Canada. Very little is exported to Asia. At the current time, 

OSB prices are at record highs.

Japan buys higher-end product while China is a lower cost 

market for utility wood for such things as forms for concrete. 

Low grade wood from Alberta also finds a home in China 

where it is made into four by eight-foot panels as a veneer 

for wall finishes in concrete-constructed residences. 

CONTAINERS FOR COMMODITIES 
PRODUCED IN REDI REGION 
Specialty organic crops destined to Asia could be 

containerized. A container loading facility could be created 

to offload from a truck and containerize it before being 

loaded onto rail cars. 

The 40,000 fort-foot equivalent containers annually 

imported through Alaska require connectivity to the lower 

forty eight states.

40,000 + Import Containers are 

currently back-hauled from 

Asia annually

POTENTIAL MARKETS 

Potential cargo passing through proposed 
High Level transloading facility 

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
The REDI Region has a contributing agricultural base 

of about 750,000 acres (303,500 hectares) with some 

of the most sought-after commodities in western 

Canada and the USA. The cereals and pulses grown 

have higher protein, grains have a heavier weight, 

and oilseeds have higher omega content than those 

produced elsewhere. Hemp cultivated in the REDI 

Region contains upwards of 30% more fibre per acre 

than southern grown hemp. The REDI Region is also 

home to nearly 50% of Alberta’s organic farmers.

The REDI Region is the largest and most northern 

Agriculture zone in Canada. In 2016, 581 REDI Region 

farms covered a total of 595,648 Acres of land. There 

are an estimated 6400-grain rail hopper loads 

shipped from the REDI Region each year. 
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The map outlines different facilities that haul bulk 
lumber and grain by rail out of Northern Alberta.
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Growth of future volumes will be largely 

determined by the current and future 

level of development of port facilities 

in Alaska. This will need to include, at a 

minimum:

• Facilities to load bulk commodities 

(grain, minerals, forestry products.

• Facilities to allow offloading and 

de-stuffing of containers with 

consumer goods.

• Allowances for two-

way movement of 

containers.

The CN rail line could be upgraded to move goods north 

to connect with an Alaskan port rail line or south from it 

into the continent through the REDI Region.

Exchange yard where the Mackenzie Rail line and the 

Alberta to Alaska line crosses to allow for the exchange of +40,000 cars, 

particularly if the cargo is containers. Containers may be carried to and 

from a designated Alaska port; however, their transshipment from 

a northern rail line to one that moves containers north from or south 

to Canadian main lines or out of or into the United States would most 

sensibly be done by routing loaded cars between rail lines.

Inbound transloading of containers may be another opportunity north 

of High Level. For example, often containers are transloaded from 40-

foot marine containers, to 53-foot domestic containers, for onwards 

shipment by rail or truck. 

OPPORTUNITY FOR A 
TRANSLOADING FACILITY 
IN HIGH LEVEL

To AlaskaTo Hay River, NWT

To Fort McKay
Container Storage

To High Level 
and connection to 
North American 
Rail network

Alberta to Alaska main rail line

Crane Loading
Road
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Fort Vermilion has a grade 

advantage in that trains must slow 

down prior to crossing the Peace 

River.

Lumber exports to Asia from 

sawmills not on the CN Rail line 

(Including La Crete Sawmills) could, 

in principle, be transloaded from 

truck or rail in Fort Vermilion.

OPPORTUNITY FOR A 
TRANSLOADING FACILITY 
IN FORT VERMILION 
If it is anticipated that a large grain handling facility could be 

built at Fort Vermilion in the future either by Richardson Pioneer 

or a competitor, it may make sense to build a larger siding in 

conjunction as cost savings could occur. The stuffing of specialty 

crops into containers at this location also provides further 

development growth opportunities for local agriculture. It would 

be optimal to load lumber and wood pellets produced in La Crete 

at this siding.  

Growth of future volumes will be largely determined by the 

current and future level of development of port facilities in Alaska. 

This will need to include, at a minimum:

• Facilities to load out bitumen and bulk commodities (grain, 

minerals, forestry products);

• Facilities to allow off-loading and de-stuffing of containers with 

consumer goods; and

• Allowances for two-way movement of containers.
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OPPORTUNITY FOR A TRANSLOADING FACILITY 
IN ZAMA CITY – RAINBOW LAKE

A pipeline to rail loading facility near Zama City has the potential 

to connect three existing pipelines and streamline transport to 

the global market. 

The prospects for oil and gas transportation by rail out of 

the REDI Region has potential. There are three pipelines 

that could connect. The average throughput of the Enbridge 

Norman Wells pipeline (Line 21) is as high as more than 

20,000 barrels/day (b/d) 

Cenovus produces some natural gas liquids, primarily 

propane, at its Rainbow Lake gas plant.

Currently, the NGLs are shipped to Fort Saskatchewan by 

truck, but there is the opportunity to move NGLs out of 

the region to new markets by rail. A potential terminal with 

storage tanks linked to the pipeline could 

be located at Zama City.  Natural gas 

that is produced in the area is currently 

shipped out via the TC Energy pipeline, 

and oil is shipped via Plains Midstream 

pipeline. The Plain line reportedly has a 

capacity of about 15,000 b/d. 
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There is an opportunity to reverse the pipeline flow between 

Rainbow Lake and Zama. Natural gas liquids backhauled 

from Rainbow Lake to the oil sands at Fort McKay and mixed 

with bitumen to lighten the liquid bitumen and assist the 

movement through pipelines to the US.

Rail transportation allows producers to reach customers and 

refineries located in areas that aren’t connected to a major 

pipeline. This new Alaska route would create additional 

transportation options for energy products and help the 

region capture global prices for our oil & gas.
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The Alberta to Alaska route passes within 60km of the REDI 

region hamlet of La Crete. There is the future potential for a 

spur line that would provide development of infrastructure 

and services for this underserved community by increasing 

and modernizing a new transportation 

route. In addition, rail access offers 

the opportunity to attract future 

investment in value-added 

agriculture production next to 

the new seed cleaning facility 

and the industrial-zoned area 

around the La Crete Sawmills.
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LA CRETE SHORT RAIL LINE 

Some of the advantages of a short 

rail line include:

• Significant savings in warehousing 

and infrastructure costs.

• Minimizing service disruptions 

through flexible and attentive service.

• Providing competitive rates and services not 

available from Class 1s.

• Connecting to multiple Class 1 carriers such as CN 

and Alberta to Alaska route,

• Availability of local-level decision-making and 

service and access to other value-added upgrading 

companies that want to locate in the La Crete area. 

La Crete Sawmills
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